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The ethical software engineer 
 
 “Virtue is its own reward” wrote Ovid some 2,000 years ago.  What does this mean to a twenty first 
century software engineer?  In this column, we’ll focus on what ethical behavior means for a 
software engineer – and we’ll also address the implications of complying with a professional 
society code of ethics1. 
 
If you hold yourself out as a ‘software engineer’ you’re saying that you have special knowledge and 
skills in software development.  But your clients or employers might not be directly able to judge 
such claims – so they may need some indirect ways to gain trust in your expertise and 
recommendations.  How might this be accomplished? 
 
One way is for them to inquire into your prior track record in similar contexts.  Typical 
characteristics that potential clients or employers are likely to be concerned about include:  
• Did you consistently meet commitments you undertook to deliver? 
• Did you act with integrity? 
• Did you maintain confidentiality of sensitive information? 
• Have you hidden any information of relevance to the client or employer? 
• Did you keep your clients or employers appropriately informed about key issues? 
• Did you identify and articulate potential risks? 
• Did you disclose any potential conflicts of interest you might have had? 
• Were you up to date with developments in your field? 
 
Another way for potential clients and employers to gain trust in your expertise and behavior is to 
refer to the codes of ethics that you might subscribe to.  Codes of ethics for professional software 
engineering societies include the above characteristics – but they go further in that: 
• They have been developed with input from many interest groups 
• They are comparable with codes of ethics for other established engineering professions 
• Coupled with professional certification they provide an independent basis for defining the moral 

obligations and duties of care for a professional 
• They provide a basis of support to professional practitioners experiencing stressful situations 
 
What makes software engineering special?  Software engineering is a relatively recent engineering 
discipline focusing on developing systems that deal with information rather than tangible artifacts 
such as civil structures or machines.  Ethical behaviors of particular importance to professional 
software engineers are: 
• Ensuring that wherever possible, decision-making is informed by fact rather than belief 
• Acknowledging the limits of our current understanding2 
• Continuously seeking better ways to deliver information-related services – while maintaining a 

healthy level of skepticism about claimed ‘silver bullets’ 
• Intellectual property ownership – being careful to abide by contractual agreements and being 

sensitive to moral hazard when legal contracts don’t exist 
• Having the courage to identify and communicate obvious ‘leaps of faith’ in the early planning 

stages of ambitious projects 
• Identifying, analyzing and communicating the assumptions and risks associated with 

implementing software-intensive systems 
 
Professional societies’ codes of ethics usually don’t provide specific answers to all the service 
delivery situations encountered in professional practice.  But typically they provide general 
principles to guide judgment about: 
• What is right versus what is wrong – i.e. how would it look in tomorrow’s newspaper? 
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• What is desirable versus what is undesirable? 
• What kinds of behavior should a professional aspire to? 
 
Various ‘minimum requirements’ standards – often related to public safety – apply to some critical 
areas of software development.  Some examples are the standards for software intended to be used 
in avionics, financial, transport, biomedical and nuclear systems.  Often these minimum 
requirements standards provide a set of ‘shall’ and ‘shall not’ directives designed to protect the 
public from poorly designed systems.  Acting in a professional manner means that you should be 
aware of these standards, act in compliance with them, and advise your clients and employers about 
the risks of non-compliance.   
 
Advice on good practices for software engineering is also provided in the guide to the SWEBOK3, 
and IEEE and ISO/IEC standards for software and systems engineering.  While slavishly following 
these ‘good practice’ standards won’t guarantee reliable or cost-effective software development and 
operations, poor or mediocre practices make reliability and effectiveness a matter of chance rather 
than good management.  Other benefits of software engineering standards include: 
• Fostering requirements traceability in design processes 
• Describing ways of managing risks 
• Providing ways to improve software development efficiency 
• Highlighting security, privacy and resilience to malicious attacks 
 
As a professional software engineer you should at the minimum take into account applicable 
mandatory standards.  Moreover, you should refer to good practice guidelines.  That’s what being a 
professional is about.  Your professional ethics provide the framework for you and your potential 
clients and employers to test the quality of your service delivery against that of other reasonably 
competent and diligent professionals in your domain of expertise. 
 
Professional codes of ethics require more than just “doing things right” for the client – the 
professional engineer is also required to “do the right things” for society at large4.  This is a 
consequence of professionals’ privileged status in society.  Jennings et al.5 observe that in USA and 
UK jurisdictions the professions emerged out of a competitive struggle for special legal privileges 
and favorable market positions.  To maintain these advantages and to distinguish professional 
society members from other occupational groups, professional societies’ codes of ethics typically 
require their members to have the ‘public good’ as a high level objective.  This implies a mutual 
relationship of respect, trust and responsibility between the professional society, its members and 
the communities they both serve.  So as a ‘good practice’ engineers who are members of 
professional software engineering societies should contribute where possible to the communities 
they are part of. 
 
How might practicing professional software engineers contribute to society at large?  Some 
example activities are: 
• Developing awareness of the wider issues facing society and how individual decision-making 

can influence outcomes – both favorably and unfavorably 
• Contributing specialist technical advice to public policy discourse 
• Providing voluntary specialist technical services to civil society activities 
• Contributing to professional society public interest activities 
 
In summary, from a purely selfish perspective, ethical behavior is a prerequisite for an attractive 
resume.  In addition, professional societies’ codes of ethics provide potential clients and employers 
with expected minimum behaviors – yardsticks for comparison.  But compliance to a professional 
society’s code of ethics carries obligations beyond minimum standards of behavior.  Members of 
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software engineering professional societies should also serve the public interest and promote the 
common good. 
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Additional Online Resources 
http://onlineethics.com/ 
http://www.southernct.edu/organizations/rccs/ 
http://he-cda.wiley.com/WileyCDA/HigherEdTitle/productCd-0471998036.html 
http://www.ipenz.org.nz/ipenz/forms/pdfs/PN08_Ethical_Obligations.pdf 
http://www.ipenz.org.nz/ipenz/publications/transactions/Transactions2000/General/2coates.pdf 
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